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T. INTRODUCTION
policy
of. 2O
1,  At its session  on transDoft matters on
19 and 20 October 1966 the-Council  adopted
a tesolution which brings new factors  to
beat as regards the formulation of a comrnon
transport policy (r).
In this resolution the Council calis for the
speeding  up of work in the matter of access
to the market (access to the trade and capacity
controi), the application  of competition rules
to rransport,  the hatmonization  of competition
conditions and the apportionment oI  infra-
structufe costs.
Differences of opinion  occurred  mainly on
the means so far  envisaged of  avoiding
developments  liable to distort competition,
namely abuse of dominant positions and more
particularly  uneconomic  competition.
2. It now seems appropriate to take stock of
the discussions  so far in order to pinpoint
the differences of ooinion  and to find solu-
tions. If it is possible before the expiry of
the periods stipulated in the agreement of
22 June 1965 on the orgamzation  of the
transport  market (2) to propose comprehen-
sive measures  not restricted to tariff measufes
which can be effectively  applied against the
abuse of dominant positions and to inecono-
mic competition,  there should  be nothing  to
prevent the early implementation  of the first
important common  rules for transport.
3.  The need for rapid results is the greatet
since on 1 July 1968 the customs union and
also the common  agricultutal ntarket are to
come into operation.  The economic union,
for which the achievement  of customs union
is the first step and in which the common
transport policy will play an irnportant part,
must besin ro oDerate.  Articlc 75 of the
Treaty rioreover stipulates  that during  the
transition  oeriod  common  rules for interna-
tional traniport are to be drawn. up and the
conditions for the admission  of carriers to
the trade within a Member State other than
their own are to be laid down.
(1) Doc. R/rrsol66 (TRANS tz) of  zr.ro.1966.
(2) Bulletin of the European Economic  Community
No. 8-65, p. 86.
II,  COMMON  TRANSPORT  POLICY  DURING  THE FIRST Tv/O STAGES
OF THE TRANSITION  PERIOD
4.  The Memorandum  on the genetal lines
of a common  transpoft policy of 10 April
196l and the programme for the implement-
ation of the common transport policy of
23 May 1962 were not formally approved by
the Council (3).  The ideas put forward by
the Commission expressed in them can how-
ever be regarded as a blueprint for a common
porlcy.
The underlying  principle of this policy  is
that ootimum distribution  ol traffi.c  between
modes- of  transport  and between  transpoft
firms should be ensured by the free play of
competition. Thus co-ordination  measures,
whether rate-fixing measufes or othet,  are
exciuded from the outset.
This conception  does not however entirely
rule out intervention  by the authorities in the
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market. On the contrary, it  necessitates
certain interventions  for three reasons:
a)  To ensure the satisfactory operation of
the market by placing modes of transport  and
transport  firms on an equal footing  through
the harmonization  of competition conditions
and the suitable apportionment  of infrastruc-
rufe costs.
b)  To prevent or rectify abuses  which may
arise from competition 
- 
abuse of dominant
positions or uneconomic  competition - 
by
setting up pefmanent machinery for super-
vision and control of  capacity and where
necessary  by temporary  selective measures.
(3) The draft resolution on thir subiect we! trot
unanimously adopted by tbe Council but wat 8ent
to the Commission as an enaex to the minut$  of
the 98th session of the Council of 8 March t963.t)  To further the aims of regional or social
golicy where the ftee play of the market alone
does not do so.
Because of differences in the policies of Mem-
ber States, a ioint organizetion of the tran:s'
port market based on comp€tition can only
Le set up gradually.
Moteover  the measures  to be taken should to
sortre extent so haod in hand, their inter-
depeadence  being borne in mind but with-
oui one measure being a precondition fot
anothei.
5. In the liefu of the discussions  on the
llemoraodum and the Programme the
Commission has submimed  a body of propo-
sals in the following fields:  /
- 
Hatmonization of  the conditions  of
comp€tition,
- 
Access to the markit (adniissioo  to 'the
'traile, conubl of capacity),
- 
Ttansport  rates and conditions,'
- 
Rules of competiiion,
- 
Co-ordination of investment,
- 
Infrastrucnrte  COSIS,
a) On the harmonization of competition
conditioos the Council has adopted  an outline
decision (a). The implementation  measures
for this tb' be fullv effective  are stilt to be
taken. The Comoission  has submimed  a
n,uilber of proposals,  namely on the elimi-
nation of double taxation (5), the duty-free
entrv of fuel in the taoks of coqmercial
vehicles (6), aids to traosport  firms (7) and
ce$ain social mersures in road transport (8).
b)  As regat& acc6s to ihe market (admis-
sion to thle trade, cootrol of capachy)  the
Com-ission  considered  that the most urgent
problem concetned road haul4ge  between
Member  States. It submitted  a proposal for
the sradual  'replacemJnt  of bilateral  quoths
by a-Communiiy quota (0). Licences  issued
in conncction with this Community  quota'
wsuld have to-be valid fot the whole  Commu-
nay afe:t.
The Council did not hos'ever consider it
feasible  to ..so so far with the first measures,
but it concuJied with a draft regulalion  intro-
ducing  a Community quota on an experimental
basis. The bilateral quotas  were nevertheless
to be retained  and eraduallv exteoded. Aftet
thtee yearp this - arrangi:ment  could b€
co,afirmed,  extended  or modified. However,
the Councitr madc the final adoption  of such
a  regulaticin  cooditional upon agteement
regardirg rate systeos (ro).
On 24 lulv 1962 the Council adopted  a first
dfuective concerning  certain common rules for
:1
international  traflspoft (road haulage for hire
ot teward) (rr) liSeraliziog  trairspgrt ic frpn-
tier ereas and certain special traf{ic A tlirec-
tive for the staridardization of certain rules
eo\.ernins the issue at road haulage licen-
Ies (1e) of 13 May 1965 impoved and sitn-
plified the conditioos  for issuing,licences.
In addition the Council adopted a first regu-
lation on passeng€r traqspoft by road (13).
The General  Drosramme f,or the remoyal  of
resuictioos oo esiibllshneot  of 18 December
1961 (14) specifies the errangemests  for
transpoit in its third phase, i.e. the first two
years- of  the 6ird  stage o[  ihe ttan'
iition period (end of 1967). The prograrrne
also rnakes provisi,on for  measures oo
co-ordinatioa  bf  requitements concerning
admission to the trade cooqureotly with the
removal of' restrictioas.  Meoeurbs coriceta-ing
access to the market will eaabl,e this co'ordina-
tion to be achieved.
c)  On transoort  rates and corditio.i  artain
problems w6re solved by applying Ani-
lles 79 (tu) and 80 of the- Treaty. The
rembval of discrininstid! and suppo$  rates ,
met with oo great difficulty (rc).  The
Menber States were even ready at the
Commission's zugge$tion to go further than
thcse requiremens by way of  concened
S. l.  tgeTaction,  pending new regulations  for which  the
Commission  had'submitted  a proposal (2?).
The general system of goods transport rates
and conditions  nevertheless remains the most
serious problem to be solved. In  1963 the
Commis-sion submitted a  proposal for  the
introduction of a rate-bracket system'for  all
modes of  transport within the  Commu-
nity  ('t).  As no  unanimous  agreement
could be reached on this proposal,  in Decem-
ber 1954 the Council and the Commission
were obliged to seek new ways of solving  the
problem.
d)  Regarding  the application of  compe-
tition rules to transport, the Commission has
submitted  a draft regulation to the Council.
According  to this the general rules are to be
applied to transport undertakings with certain
adiustments  to ailow for the special features
of the sector (1e).
e)  On  28  February  1966 the  Council
adopted a decision on procedure for prior
investigation  and consultation  (20) as a first
step to co-ordination  of investments.
il  The Council has adopted two decisions
on infrastructure  costs in  transpott which
include a programme for surveys and studies,
the results of  which are to  provide  the
necessary basis for a common financial system
relating to the use of infrastructure (21).
The Commission for its part has adopted
two decisions in putsuance  of the {irst Coun-
cil decision  (22).
6.  The Commission  proposal of May 1963
on rate btackets met with opposition from
one Member State, chiefly concerning the
application  of the system to Rhine shipping.
In order to overcome  these difficulties a nevr'
system was worked out and agreed to on
22 June 1965; this combined the system  of
compulsory rates with provisions for a system
of r6ferenie  rates. This rate system is to be
accompanied  by measures to bring into line
the operating conditions of the maikets: regu-
lations for admission to the trade of carrier,
rules on vertical and horizontal  agreements,
ioint solutions of any ptoblems  arising from
iertain kinds of non-governmental  intefven-
tion, joint  solution. of  problems in. the
apportionment  of infrastructure costs,  finan-
ciai soundness  of the railways.
7.  The Jiscussion  of the amended  proposal
on  rates revealed  further differences  of
opinion on the interpretation  and application
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A new feature in the agreement  of 22 Jttne
L965 is a timetable for the implementation  of
these transport  policy measufes,  to  run
concurrently with the rate system.  They are
to be implbmented within  three years of the
coming.into  fotce of .the new rate. system'
exceDt for the financial soundness  of railway
undertakings, which will  not apply until
3t December 1972.
In  order to give effect to the rate system
contained in the agreement  of. 22 June 1965,
the Commission submitted  an amended  pro-
posal (23) on 27 October  1955.
(r7) Proposal for e Council regulatio! on the-eboli-
tion of discrininatioB in trmsport  rstes and con-
dirions (Doc. COM(65)  lSs fiml  of  6  October
rs6s),
(lb -Proposal for a Coucil reguletion establitbing
i  iate-bracket system for goods trmsport  by rail,
road and inland  waterway  (Doc. COM(63) 168 of
ro May 1963); opinion  of ttre Europear  Pslicment
of  r8  Jue  1964 (Official Sazette No.  ro9,
o. r68z/6t): ooinion of the Ecouomic  and Social
Comitiee"-of 
- 30 January 1964 (Officiel  gazeae
No. 168. D, z6\616D,
1rr'.y Profoial  fbr a'' Coucil regulation  making the
rules of competition  applicable to transport  by ra4
road and i!.land waterway (Doc. COM(64)  r84
final of I  Jue  1964);  opinion ol the EurolEu
Parliment  oT z3 November rg64 (Official  gzette
No. 2o5, p, g1o5/6)t opinion of the. Economic gad
Social Commiitee  of z7 April 1965 (Official gazette
No. ro3, p. rzgz/6i. This proposal was Eade i4
Dusunce of  Coucil  Reculatioo  No.  r4r  of
z6 November  1962 on the non-application of Cou-
cil Resulation  No. r7 to transport  {Official gsette
No.  izl,  p.  zzst/62)  and Couacil  Regulation
No. 165 of 9 December  1965 extending the Ireriod for non-application  of Coucil Resulatioo  No. 17
to rail, rbld and inland  water transport  (Official
gezette No. 2ro, p. 3t4rl6s). The new p€riod ws!
to end on 3r December 1967.
(20) Coucil Decision of 28 Februry  1966 estab-
lishinc a  Drocedue  for  consultation concerning
invesrment -in uanspon infrastructure  (Official  gs-
zette No. 42, p. SU/66).
(2r) Coucil Decision of 22 fue  1964 oo e swey
oI  infrastructure  coste in rail, road snd inlsnd
water  txanslrcrt  (official gazette No.  lo2,  p.
rss8/61).  Council Decision of  13  May  1965
nusuant to  Article 4  of  Couocil  Decision  No.
o4/:ae-/nBC of zz fuire.rg64..concerning  I  qu-rveY
ot  rntrastructue  costs rtr rail, fogd md tlEo
water transport (Official gsette No. 88, p. 1473169.
(22) Comission Decision of  ro  July 1964 oD .
road traffic  census in 1965 in pursusnce  of Coucil
Decision of zz Jme 1964 on a survey  of idrattruc-
tue  costs ia rail, road snd inland wetef lrmsport
(Official. guette No. r23, p. 2o8416D.  CoEnission
Decision of 27 April 1965 on a trsffic ceaus md
samole swev on the use bf transDoft infrestructute
to b-e carried out in 1966 (Officiil gszette No. 8z'
p.  1405165).
(j3) Do;: eOM(65)  4t5 of. z7 October 1965; opinion
of  the Euopean  Parliment of  19 fenusry 1966
(Official gazette No. 23, p. 361166) etrd of 22 June
rq66 (Official gzette  No. r3o, p.2429166);  opinion
of the Economic and Social Comitt€e of 29 ScIr'
temb€r 1966 (Doc. CES Zo166),
III.  DIFFERENCES OF OPINION  AND MEANS OF RESOLVING THEM
of certain points. These differences  were
noted by the Council in'its  resolution of
20 October  1966.8.  The most important  diffetences  concerned
the reference  rate system.  The Comrnission
was of the opinion that certain  safeguards
would be. necessary,  though without compro-
misine the free price formation which
chara&erizes this sysiem.undet the agreernent
ol 22 June L965, to prevent this freedom
from .having  undesirable effects. It  had
ther.efote. proposed, first, that - the rates
aoolied in transDort  under the reference  rate
siJtem should fulfil cenain conditions with
regard to the covering of costs. Secondly  it
ha? proposed that thJauthorities  apply mini-
rnum and maximum  rates for limited periods
in the event of abuse of dominant positions
or  unef,onomic competition.  The main
teason for these proposals  was that effective
means had to be found to combat distortions
ot competrtlon.
One Member  State rejected  these  measures
because in its view they ran counter to the
aereement ol  22 June 196, and price
forming under the reference  rate system had
to be completely free.
9. The other differences of opiriion were
mainly of a technical  nature; the two most
imporiant conberned  the svstem for individual
coiracts  and the publishing of rates.
The Commission  had proposed that special
cooqfacts under the compulsory  rate system
should  be iustified  po$ facto, i.e. immediately
after conclusion of the transport  contrad.
Transport firms would however be able to
apply -fo.r priot approval. One Member  State
was of the opinion that such contracts should
be subject to prio( apptoval by the authori-
ties, at least when it w:rs a matter of long-term
contracts.
For the publishine of rates outside the
brackets oi both 6mpulsory and reference
rates, the Commission  proposed a tnore or
less general publication system in which  the
Darties to the contfact wete not named. But
ihe Member State in question considered that
the smooth functioning  of the market required
much more detailed publicity. In particular
it considered  that to give the name of the
carrier was impottant to ensure that the
matrspoft. user. was adequately aware of the
maf,ket .sltuatron.
10. The solution of the differences  of
opinion will depend on the structure of the
reference rate system. There are also vatying
opinions on the kind of public intervention
nieded to combat where appropriate  the
abuse of dominant  positions and uneconomic
competition.
The existence of these two daogers  was not
disouted  bv anv member  of the Council. The
Council reioluiion of 20 October 1966 stated
expressly that the need to prevent the abuse
6
o{ dominant positions or uneconomrc  compe-
tition from causing  serious disturbance'of  the
transport market was unanimously tecognized,
Suitable means to obviate these risks must be
found. In  particular it  must be decided
whether  this can be done otherwise than by
acting.on rates, as the Council  suggests in its - resolution.
11. The problem of  abuse of  dominant
positions no longer has any special  signifi-
cance in transport because dominant  positions
onlv occur in  relations between modes of
transport or within one mode of transport
when there is no effective competition. This
happens only rarely however  and can easily
be prevented.
The railwavs still have a monopoly on certain
routes with limited traffic. The intensifica-
tion of  competition  from other modes of
rransDort, in  particular  road transport, will
make the ooSsibilitv of  abuse of  market
Dower even slishter.-  Should it  still occur,
maximum ratei would be the best weapon
aeainst it.  Such measutes should be used
o-nly temporarily  and in cases reported to the
competent authontres,
In road and inland water transport  dominant
positions  can only occur through the formation
of cartels. The application of the Treaty
competition rules. by appropriate procedures
can prevent such practices from having
undesirable effects.
L2. uneconomic competition on the other
hand is  a  panicularly complex  problem
requiring more delicate handling. In  this
case it is necessary to consider separately  the
railwavs  on the one hand and road and inland
n'ater iransport on ihe other.
13. Thanks to internal adjustmeot, which
is feasible because of the wide area over
which they operate, the railways, can in
certain cases  charge exceptionally  low rates,
The dangers inherent in  this facility are
particularly great when the railways  do not
have to  budget srrictly, the  government
making  good any deficit, more particularly
when competitors can be completely excluded
by exceptionally  low rates, assuming that there
are severe restrictions  on the access of other
modes of transBort to the market.
With these points in mind we can suggest
the measures  to be adopted  to prevent uqeco-
nomic  competition  on the railways, fbr which
there can be no capacity control.
On the one hand it is essential to accelerate
harmonization  measures for the railways  and
rnore particularly measures to  make them
financially autonomous  and run on sound
business principles.
s. 3 - 1967On the other hand economically undesirable
restrictions on access to the transport  market
which still  exist in  some cases must be
removed. A suitable degree of opening of
the market would frustrate any attempt by
the railways to exclude  competition  by excep-
tionaliy low  rates. Until  these various
measures, some of which can only be intro-
duced gradually, bring about the desired
result, it may be necessary to introduce mini-
mum fates, agaln accofdrng to clfcumstances
and on a temporary  basis as with maximum
rates.
1,4. In road and inland water transport  a
distinction must be made between two differ-
ent types of uneconomic competition.
Uneconomic competition  is attributable  either
to excess capacitv of to uneconomic  behaviout
on the part of the transport firm.
In the first case the situation is capable of
objective determination. It  can fairly easiiy
be keot within bounds. The second case is
on the other hand considerably  more difficuit
ro circumscribe.  It  may occur at any time
unheralded by objectively  recognizable  symp-
toms. In both cases seasonal and economic
fluctuations  may increase the risks of uneco-
nomic competition.
Thus action against uneconomic competition
calls for very different methods  depending on
Its causes.
If uneconomic  competition  results from excess
capacity, the method is simple in principle if
not in its application. It is sufficient to see
that excess capacity is not created.  It  is
therefore  appropriate  to make provision for
different methods fot road and inland  water
rransport. These methods may also differ
according  to the economic  features of  the
different types of transport.
Particularly  for such time as capacity  control
has not come fully into effect, uneconomic
competition  may be caused by excess capacity.
Consequently  the whole system must allow of
recourse, exceptionally and  for  limited
periods, to,selective measures of a.different
type, lncludlng  measufes on fates, 1.e. mln1-
mum fates.
If  uneconomic competition is  caused by
uneconomic  behaviour on the patt of a ttats-
port firm, the principal v/eapon is the elim-
ination of  factors making such behaviour
possible. There are two ways of improving
the position here:
i)  Cateful  choice of candidates for the trade
of carrier;
ii)  Fuiler information for carriers so that
they make judicious decisions as regards their
investments and the rates they charge.
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Appropriate  tegulations  on personal qualifi-
caiibn for admission  to the trade" and market
transparency  thanks to the publicity measufes
envisaged,  are particulariy  impomant  in this
connecilon.
It is moreover important to see that fegula-
tions on social matters, in particular  working
conditions, are strictly observed to  prevent
uneconomic competition from uneconomic
behaviour of the ttansport  firm.
The risks of such behaviour  are particulady
great during the period when quantitative
restrictions are being relaxed.
15. In  cases where  differences of opinion
have occurred in the Council on individual
contracts or  publishing of  rates, and  ar,e
mainly of  a"technical nature,  reasonable
comoiomises should not be difficult to find.
The-proposals which the Commission intends
to solbmit in this connection  are discussed
below.
16. From the foregoing considerations  two
important  conclusions  can be drawn,
First, the abuse of  dominant positions  is
alrcady a rare thing. It will trecome  rarer
still as a  competiiive  transporl market is
eradually  created. There is no special diffi-
Iulty in'combating  such abuse.  For railways
the solution  may consist in measures  concern-
inq rates, for road and inland water transport
in-a proper application of the Treaty rules
on competition.
Secondly,  uneconomic competition is a much
more complex  problem and one which may
have numirous causes. The real remedies
for abuses of this kind consist in the situation
in each mode of transport.  RecorLtse to meas-
ures on rates and the imposition  of minimum
rates can be reserved for residual cases. It
can be assumed that such cases will be few,
occurring mainly during the alignment  period
when other measures wiil not yet have had
their full effect.
As the Council resolution of 20 Ocrober  1966
suggests,  differences  of  opinion can be
tesolved onlv bv interconnected measures  in
the various -fieids. Up to the present all
progtess with the common tran.sport policy
has been dependent  on agreement  concerning
rate systems.  In  future the connections
between  the various  areas of this policy will
have to be looked into again anri rate provi-
sions will have to be laid down in the light
of the other regulations, particulady  those on
access to the market.L7. In the light of thc foregoing consider'
'ations the measures to be introduced  in the
various fields can be oudioed,  as also the
wavs bv which thev can be interlinked in
ordet to resolve the differences  of opinion on
the rate system.
The Commission is of the opioion thit the
''maia causes sf unesonomic coepetition can
be removed principally by means  uncoonectd
with rates. Measures on rates are to be
reserved for residual cases, which will prob-
ablv. be rare, in which signs of abgse. of
market powef or utretonofnlc  competrtlon
still occur.
' A. Measures uoaoodoctd.with rate
18. Measures to temove the causes of ptac-
tices whictr diston competition  are to be
ictroduced in the followiqs fields: harmoni-
zation of conditions  of competition, appoftion-
ment of inftastrucnrte costs, application of
competitioP rules. adapted to transport  and
4CCeSS tO the mal8et.
a) Harm onization of conditions
of c.ompetiti.on
19. Application of the decision of 13 Mav
P6t 6 iq be regarded  as an important task
for th6 Comriruaity .institutions as regatds
ensuring the proper  functioning of a compe-
titive transport matket.  The decision is to
be applied in coniunction with liberalization.
It must be realized however that there ate
serious difficulties in the way of meeting any
final date set by ' the Council.  . These
result from the complex  and fundamental
. &fferelces  of opinion between the Member
. States which have.eonqe  to light while the
prartical atrarleFraents were being worked out.
The achieveoent of financial stability for the
tailways, which depends on sound business
maaaSco€nt and especially on efforts to
achieve  optimum size of these undettakings,
must b€ given high priority. Another  matter
of priority is the adoption and application  of
social measures.  Hatmonization of taxation
should also have high priority, particulatly
vehicle taxation-
&) Apportionrnent of infrastruc-
tuf e costs
20. The apportionment  of  infrastrucrure
coets, for which the Couocil emphasized  the
need in its resolutioo of 20 October 1966, is
. a corollaty ta the baraonizai6a  of conditions
8
IV. MEASURES TO BE TAKEN
of compedtion. It:is, bowever, an indepcn.
dent meaure.
A complete solution of this problem in the
form oi a common  financial-systern  for the
use of infrastrucure can only be reacbed  when
the survevs and sudies which the Member
States and the Commission are curreotly
carrvine  out ar€ complete.  The Commission
ho#evir  considets that it  will shonly be
possible  to inttoduce  partial measures on the
basis of the first results" which will permit
action to be taken in this field without pre-
iudging the ultimate solution.
The Commission's ideas on this matter and
iu programme ate given in the annex to this
memorindum. A first series of measures
doricerns the. harmonization  of motor. vchiclg
raxes, a survey of the situation  as regards  the
coverins of infrastructure  costs in  inland
warer tr-ansport and provisional standardization
cif accounts  of transport infrastrucnrre expend-
iture. These measures  would need to be fol-
lowed by haimonization  of the rates of motor
vehicle  taxes and supplemented by a-review
of the purposes of specific taxation in rans-
pon and, where appropriate,  common rules
on the use made of the proceeds of such
mxation,
c)  Rules on competition
21. The Comrnission  proposal of 4 Juoe
1964 (2s, makes rail, road and inlaod water
uansport in principle subject to the rules sf
Regulation  No. 17 pursuant  to Articles 81
and 86 of the Treatv. But iri view of the
special features of ihe transport sector it
exempts cenain dasses of agreements. The
Commission  did not consider  this first list
of exemptions  as exhaustive. It recommended
an enquiry into the situation  regardiog uans-
port cartels with a view to supplementing the
list as necessary  and to the requisite adjust-
qrent of competition fules to the needs'of
coflrmon transport policy,
The Member  States felt tlrat such an enquiry
was zuierfluous. They had sufficient inform-
ation to be able to discuss the whole prgblem.
In these citcumstances, and as an. enquiry
would be a lengthy mafte! - 
thqugh ftiq
was accqltable at the timi when the propqaal
was submitted - 
the Comrnissios ,considers
that the examiaation  of the proposal should
be continued without  delay and io particular
that the list of exemptions should  be supple-
mentd as necessary on the basis of infor-
mation supplied by the Member States.
(23) Scc fogtrore No. r7.
s. 3. 1957The proposed  measures  would help appre-
ciablr to eliminate  the possibility  of abuse of
dominant positions. Naturally the list of
exemptions must not be lengthened so fat as
to defeat the purpose  of the proposal.
d)  Access to  the  market
22. The measures on access to the market
in road and inland water transport  have two
featutes:
1)  Control of capacity;
2)  Conditions  for admission  to the trade of
cauiet.
It has been seen from commeots in the pre-
ceding section that supervision of.capacity is
vitally important for the proper functioning
of the market in general and for the eiimi-
nation of the causes of uneconomic competi-
tion in particular.
Ihe general  scheme  for capacity  control  must
be in keeping with the spirit of the common
transport  policy, which is designed  to create
a rransport market governed by competition.
Caoacitv control must not consist of a set of
rules intended to replace the play of competi-
rion and to bring about an arbitrary distribu-
tion of taffic between the modes of transpott.
It  should on the contrary be used to allow
market forces to bring about the economically
desired effects.- Capacity control  should  thete-
fore create  conditions which enable an accept-
able balance  between supply and demand to be
ensured. Hence it should ptevent the occur-
rence both of  excess capacity and  of
deficiency.
This objective can be achieved  by the intro-
duction of a system of licences which should
not be economically testrictive.  The details
of such a system must be adapted to the
special features of  road and inland water
transpoft.
23.  For goods traffic by inland waterway
the Commission  wiil  submit a proposal to
the Council on the basis of its memorandum
oI 22 lune 1966 (24) taking into account the
studies made in accordance with the Council
resolution of 20 October 1966. This pro-
posal will coocern both inland and interna-
tional tfansport.
24.  For goods traffic by road the Commis-
sion wili also submit a proposal  to the Coun-
cil as soon as possible. This proposal will
concern  inland transport. It will supplement
the draft regulation on the establishment of
a Community quota which the Council has
already approved (25).
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2r.  The Commission  considers that the
furure Community system of capacity  control
can be introduced  only gradualll in view of
the oresent fundamental  differences between
the national regulations. In this way it  is
hoped to avoid disturbances  and allow trans'
poit firms time to adjust  themselves  to the
new situation. This is particularly true in
all  cases when prevailing  regulations  are
applied restrictively.
26.  It is inadvisable however for the Coun-
cil to wait until it  has approved capacity
control for inland road haulage  before bring-
ine into force the regulation establishing  a
Cimmunitv quota for-goods traffic by road
between the Member Stites. In this way the
problem of capacity control witrl be solved
ior international  transport. This should help
towards the solution of rate problems in this
type of transport.
27.  The Commission  will  submit, concut-
rentlv with its proposals for capacity  control,
proposals  concerning. conditions for admission
to the trade ot caffler.
In ordet to make these measures as effective
as possible (since their purpose is to ensure
the'suitable selection of candidates for the
trade of catrier) efforts should also be made
in vocational training. In addition it will be
necessarv to oto*ot-e the rationalization  of
managemcnt hethods, notably by standard-
izing accounting  systems.
Finallv. the concentration and co-operation  of
firms-should  be promoted  by suitable  meas-
ures, in  particular the elimination of  tax
obstacles. - In this way they will  be made
more competitive and their position in the
market will be more stable.
As the national situations differ in  these
mattefs, Community  solutions can only be
introduced  gradually.
28. According  to  Article 75( 1 b)  of  the
Treatv  the Council must lay doq'n the condi-
tions-for  admission of non-resident  carriers
to the trade before the end of the ransition
period.
In the proposals which the Commission is to
submit 
-to -the 
Council to regulate  access to
road and inland water transport this requite-
ment will be taken into account. The intro-
duction of Community regulations for access
to  the mafket in  its various forms will
assuredly facilitate the  solution of  this
oroblem.
(21) Doc. SEC(66)  t983.
(25) See footnote No. 9.B. Measures  concerning  rates
29.. By makigs.it possible to eliminate the
main causes of abuses of dominant positions
and in particular  uneconomic compedtion,
the measures just mentioned considetably
narrow the scope of the measures  concerning
rates which caused disagreement  in  the
Council, This is true at least where these
disagreements  concerned  the system of refer-
ence rates. Fot private contracts  and the
publishine of rates, on the other hand,
appropriaie solutions'will have to be sought
in the framework of the rates svstem  itself.
a)  Ref erence rates system
30. As regards  the reference system it would
be possible under the body of regulations
envisaged to dispense with the general obli-
gations  provided for in Article 3(2) of the
amended Commission  proposal  of 27 October
196r.
fn  the agteement of. 22 Jrne 196) these
obligations  essentially  concerned railways and
were aimed at restraining them from indulg'
ing in practices which could lead to unecono-
mic comoetition.  It  would seem that this
could be-largely effected by the above-men-
tioned measu-rei  which do not concern rates.
It may be thought that these measutes  can be
applied, at least in pan, between now and
the time when reference rates are extended  to
this form of transport. The exceptional risks
which might still arise then can be dealt with
by selective and temporary  measufes.
As regards the other forms of  transport,
measures not relating to rates and, in parti-
cular, appropriate  rules concerning  access to
the market, will  largely suffice to  prevent
abuses.
5L. Freedom  to apply maximum and mini-
murn fates exceptionally and temporarily
should be maintained.
The possibility of imposing maximum tates
would be limited to rail transport  alone.
The abuse of dominant  positions in road and
inland water traflsDort would be orevented
by appropriate rulei on competition.
The proposed widening  of the range of means
to combat uneconomic competition makes it
possible considerably  to teduce the scope of
the imposition of minimum rates. In  fact,
up to the present, this means of intervention
has been the only possible remedy against
such competition.  From now on it  would
need to be applied  only exceptionally.
As' tegards the imposition of minimum  rates
we must distinguish rwo cases of uneconomic
competition mentioned in  the  preceding
sectior (28):
to
Uneconomic  competition arising from over-
capacity;
Uneconomic  competition resulting from
uneconomic behaviout by ttansport  enter-
prises.
In  the  case oI  uneconomic  competition
brought about by ovet-capacity,  it should be
open to the authoritjes temporarily  to fix
minimum  rates for all ot  a part of  the
market where this occurs. But the excep-
tional natufe of this measute requires that
the authority competent to control capacity
should formally  state, giving its teasons, that
the means of controlling  capacity have been
exhausted.
\7hen transport fifms act in'an uneconomic
mannef, the authorities  will  intervene by
imposing minimum, rates after. complaints
have been fecelved trom competing  firms in
the county concetned ot in othef Community
countries.
In ordet to check whether such a complaint
is iustified and to decide on the measures to
be taken, th-e competent authorities will need
to be emoowered  to examine the accounts of
the fitm 
-complained  of.  Such an examina-
tion would be directed particulady  to the
relation  between the rates applied by the firm
and its real costs,
If it is found that the behaviour of the trans-
Dort firm concerned has been uneconomic  the
authority will be able to fix minimum  rates.
In general cases these measures would cover
all transport by the carrier  concerned or a
specific operation. In  specific cases they
could be replaced  by the obligation to ensure
a reasonable balance  between  rates and costs.
The imposition of minimum rates both in the
case of uneconomic competition  atising from
over-capacity  and in  that of  uneconomic
competition arising ftom  unbusinesslike
behaviour on the part of carriers  does not rule
out prior or post faeto authorization of private
contfacts where appropriate,
If  they have a  bearing on the Common
Market the exceptional  and temporary  tariff
measufes must fit  into a Community  proce-
dure similar to that laid down for safeeuard
measures (27). In other cases norificati6n to
the Commission will suffice.
Selective  and temporary  action on rares may
differ according to the mode of transpon.
It  should be noted that the need for such
measures will diminish as arrangemenrs  out-
side the field of rates begin to produce theit
effects.
(28) S€e sec. 14,
(2?) See secs. 35, 36,
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ments will modify factual situations  on the
transDort market. It  is with this in  mind
that ihe Commission has proposed that the
regulations should be reviewed by the Coun-
cil at regular intervals.  The Council would
be able to take account of lessons learned  and
of changes  in the situation  resulting from the
rntroductlon. ot pefmanent  arfangements not
concefned wrtn fates.
These new arrangements  would make it  pos-
sible to drop Article 10 of the amended draft
regulation on rates of 27 October  1965, which
was one of the major points of disagreement
in the Council.
32. From a more general angle it  may be
asked whether in ordet to maintain  balance
the abandonment of the oblieations  concern-
ing price formation under the reference  rates
system, which in the first stage applies only
to internatiorial  waterway traffic, does not
require relaxation  of the system  planned  for
the other forms of transport. Su(h relaxation
could take the form of an earlibr extension
of reference rates to certain rall and road
rnffic.
For this purpose it would seem  advisable that
the Council should re-examine,  at  regulat
intervals and in the light of lessons learned
during the preceding period, the situation of
the categories of tralfic which would continue
to be subject to compulsory rates.
b)  Special  contracts
)i.  The divergences which  appeared in the
Council concerning the system for  special
cofltracts were largeiy of a technical  nature.
It will be possible to overcome them if agree-
ment is  reached on the centrai problems
which have iust been examined.
The Commission may adopt the opinion of
the majority of  Council members which
leaves carriers the choice between Drior
approval tnd post facto jastification oi the
contracts they have concluded. It  considets
that a  hberal apptoach of  this kind  is
necessary not only for practical reasons  but
also because it is fair.  Care must be taken
not to impose on carriers subject to compul-
sofy fates an excesslvely  llgorous  system rn
comparison with reference  rates.
c) ?ublish.ing of transport rates
and conclrtlons
14. The Commission  has throughout  stressed
the importance it attaches to adequate  publi-
city for transport rates and conditions.  It
considers this an essential element both in
the general organization of  the transport
market and in the prevention of discriminatory
pracrlces.
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The arrangements  proposed by the Commis-
sion already  aim at ensuring wide publication
but it  wouid seem advisable to strengthen
them further. It becomes even more urgent
to ensure satisfactofy market transparency if
obligations on rates are eased, as proposed
aDove.
After the discussions which have taken  place
only one important point is stiiJ. outstanding
i.e. publishing the name of the carrier.
Taking into account  the experience  of ECSC
in this-field there is one appioach  which could
lead to agreement. As regards inland trans-
port, during the alignment  phase at  least,
Member  Sta]es could at their discretion make
known ot not make known the iilentity of the
carcier, For transport between the Member
States the carrier's name would not  be
published but merely communicated by the
iesponsible authorities to  inter,:sted parties
at their request.
C. Safeguard measures
J5.  The  above-mentioned  measures to
establish a  common  transport policy will
$eate a Community market organization based
on the principle of .competition.  This organ-
izatron rnust lnclude precautlonary  measufes
to  meet tesidual risks which can distort
competition,  particularly during the phase of
alignment  of national policies.  Furthermore,
if ihe national authorities were to be compe-
tent to take such measures, Community cri-
teria would have to be presctibed.  But the
exceptional and temporary measures  would
also'be fitted into a'Community  procedure.
This system is based on the assumption  of an
exoanding  economv.  It does not allow suf-
{icientlv For situations  in which this condition
would'be  lacking, and particuLlarly  for  a
general recession. Although it  would be
going too far to base all the re,gulations  for
the common trallsport system on the possibi-
lity of a recession,  and thus to je'opardize the
effectiveness  of this system in a period of
expansion, it  would nevertheless  be impru-
dent not to provide against such a situation.
The Commission has therefore  proposed  that
the Member  States  be empowered,  by a safe-
guard clause, to take appropriate  measures  to
meet such situations.
The Commission believes that these measures
should be based on the same principles  as
those proposed for the organization  of the
market and for  exceptional action against
residual risks. The criteria  and the procedure
would be of a Communitv  nature.
ll16. The safeguard clause has two obiects:
a)  To remedy serious  disturban-ces  resulting
from the general econornic  trend;
b) To ward off gravc disturbances whidr
the application  of the Cornmunity transport
market-  arrangements might entail'
The situations whieh must be faced are thus
of the saBe natute as those referted to in
Arcde 226 of the Treaty. In defining  both
the content aod the procedure of this safe-
glard clause the best 
-approach  would there-
Iore be to follow the provisions of the said
Article.
As the problem ol a safeguard  clause  arises
foi both- the rate systems  and for the regula'
tiocs on aecess fo the market and, where
aoplicable,  to other fields, it  would seem
advisable to incorporate in each of these
resuladons the same podel clause, which
co-uld be drawn irp'when the tates systems  are
being discussed.
The wordine of Article 25 of the amended
orooosal foi a teeulation  on rates should
iher'efore be teviewed in the light of the
above  considerations.
D Market  suPervisioo
37. The proposed  Transport Market  Super-
vision Committee may be thought of either
as a body with general comp€tetrce-  or as -a
soecialized  bodv for rate systems whosc rsle
qiould be proglessively expanded. It seems
unlikely that the disagteemeot  which emerged
on thij point will ptove intractable.
The concept  . of such a body, wbich was
envisaged in the first proposal for a regula'
tion on rates submitted by the Commision
in 1963, was developed  in the agreement  of
22 lune 1965 u one of the elements of the
new- rates system. This is why the Commis'
sion, in its amended  proposal of 27 Octobet
1965, provided for the setting up of a
Market Supervisiori Committee  empowered
exclusivelv  -to deal with rates, althoueh it
was not ruled out a Drioi that the Commit-
-tee's  competence might not later be ertended
ro other fields.
Since it is now envisaged  to put into effect
certain co-ordinated measures  in the different
fields of  coffnon transpott policy, the
Commission  can indicate iu preference for
the immediate  establishment  of a Market
Supervision Committee  with general  po'wers.
This Committee will be able to assist the
Commissioa  in its task of .supervising the
transport  market, observing the effects of the
various measures and making sugg€stions  for
theit application  in the diffetent  fields.
As provided for in the agreement ol 23 June
1965 ad again in Article L9 of the Commis-
sion oropoial of 27 October 196i, this
Committee will have an advisory  role.
V. PROGRAMME
38. \fe h'ave seen ftom the foregoing  consid-
erations  that neitber the. general aims and
t  suidelines of the common transport policy
ior the few rrreasures  already taken to establish
it are called in question. The same is true
in principle of 
-the Council agreement  of
22 
-Iune: 
1965, which must however be
applied in a new perspective.  So fat .the
development  of the common transport  policy
has b&n subordinated to an agreement on
fate 6vstems. Ftom now on measufes  uncon-
neaed' with tates will determine  the scope
and coqtent of the rules relating to ttansport
rates and conditions.
\l7ith this new approach  it is possible to lay
down a practical prograrnme  focused on a
twofold priority. Priority is given to the
rules aoplicable to transpoft b€tween the
Membef 
-States. on the one hand, aod to
measlues  intended to normalize matket condi-
rions i.e. harmonization  of the conditions  of
competition  aod regulations on access, on tlr€
other.
l2
39. The prioriry  given to rules on transport
berween the Membec  States must not be inter-
oreted as meaning that the common ttans- 'port policy could -be limited merely to a sys-
iem goveining such traffic and thag this is
all that would be oecessary to ensure  the
orooer functionine of the industrial and
ieri'cultural comion market. On  the
c6ntrarv, the establishment both of  the
common  tfansDort mafket  and of the common
industrial and agriculrural matket  reqirires
the application of common rules covering the
whol6 lranspon  s€ctor. This priority is how-
ever iustified  bv the faa thai Article 75 of
the Treatv lavs 
-down 
that the common  rules
forinterriational ttansport shalt be adopted
before the end of the transition peri,od. As
far as transpon  is concerned  the Treaty fixes
time-limits bnly for these measures and for
the admission of.non.resideot  tarriers  to the
trade.
The discussions to which the Conrnission
proposals  gave rise showed  that brog{'agrce-
s. 3. 1967ment already  existed in this respect in  the
Council.  From the angle of the overall  solu-
tion set out above,  and without waiting fot
all the measures to be decided on in evely
detail. there should  be no reason for the Coun-
cil not to Dut into force in the near future
the main iegulations on transport  between
Member States both as regards rates and
access to the market. Moreover the essential
measures concetning commercial ttaf fic
between the Member States must come into
force on 1 July 1968 at the same time as
the  customs union and the  agricultural
common  market. This is in keeping with the
idea of gradual implementation  charactetistic
of Community  action in other fields.
40. But there are other sectors in  which
measufes concerning transpoft  between  Mem-
ber States and within individual Member
States must be introduced  shortlv.  Some of
these measutes have to  be adopted and
aoolied without delav. Others should be
alieed to immediately but mav be imple'
mented later.
The decision of 13 May 1965 aheady ptovides
for harrnonization  of the chief arrangements
affecting competition and lays down the time-
table for them.
Partial solutions  are envisaged  as regards infra-
stfuctufe costs.
As to application of the rules on competition,
it  should be possible to  reach  agreement
raoidlv on the- Commission's  proposal and
in' haimony with the considerations set out
aDove.
The Commission  will  sub:nit proposais  on
caoacitv conttol and conditions  of admission
to the trade as regards  goods transpctt  both
by road and inland waterway.
41. In the light of these considerations  the
Commission submits to the Council the {ol-
lowing programme,  which has two phases:
A. First phase
42.  The first phase should  be implemented
immediatelv and  not  extend beyond
31 Decembet 1969 (the end of the transition
period).  However,  in this initial phase cer-
iain measures which  are essential for transport
between Member States will have to be taken
in good time to come into force by I  July
1968 fdate of the establishment of customs
union ' and of  the  corrlmon agticultural
market).
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a)  Harm onization  of  conditions
of  competition
it  Adoption  and putting  iato tffect of pro'
nosals aireadv  submitted to the Council in
iurroao..  of 'the 
decision of 13, Mav 1965;
ii)  Adoption of proposals for the further
aoolication of this decision with the excep-
ti,on of the arrangements  set out in sec.44
below.
b) Apportionment  of  infrastruc-
tuf e costs
Adootion of proposals for transitional meas-
ures'(hcrmonization  of the structures of taxes
on commercial  vehicles and first alignment of
taxes on vehicles and fuel; examination of the
contribution of inland water tra.nsport firms
to infrastructure costs; provisio:nal  normali-
zation of  the accounting of  :infrastructure
costs).
c)  Rules on comPetition
Adoorion and putting into effect of the pro-
posed regulation of 4 Junc 1964 it necessary
ifter completing  the list of exceptions'
d)  Access to  the  market
Road tran:Port
i)  Final adoption by the Council and putting
into effect oi  1 lanuary 1968 of the draft
rezulation on a Cornmunity quota and the
ad-iustment of bilateral quotas;
ii)  Adoption of a draft regulrrtion (to be
submined  shortly by the Commission)  concern-
ing access to thb tiansport market and Iaying
down:
a)  Goods transport capacity crrntrol  meas-
ures at national level;
b)  Conditions fot admission to the trade;
c)  Conditions  for the admission of  non-
resident carriers to the transport market in a
Member State.
iii)  Adoption of  draft directi.ves on the
removal of resttictions  on establishment.
lnlattd, uater transPolt
it  Adootion and putting into effect of  a
regulation  (shortly io  be submitted bv the
Commission)  concerning  access rto the trans-
port market and laying down:
a)  Capacity  control measures for goods;
b)  Conditions for admission to the trade;
t3c)  Conditions fot  the admission  of  non-
resident catriers to the $ansport  market in a
Member  State.
ii)  Adoption  and putting into effect of
directives concerning the removal of restric-
tions on establishment.
e)  Rate  systems
Adoption  and implementation  on I  January
1968 of  the  measures laid  down for
the  first  stage by  the  agreement of
22 June 196) for transport between  Member
States incorporating  the changes ptoposed in
the piesent  memorandum, ia  particular:
a)  Abolition of any limitation in the tefer-
ence rates (abandonment of Article 3, sec. 2
12 and 3) and of Article 10 of the amended
proposal of 27 October 1965;
b)  Introduction  of  provisions to  allow
exceptional and temporaty arrangements on
rates (28);
e)  \Widening  of  the  system governing
publication  to allow the name of the carrier
ro be communicated (change in Article 11
of  the amended proposal of  27 October
I 961):
d)  Adiustment of  the general safeguard
clause (te) (Article 25 of the amended  pro-
posal of 27 October  1961).
l)  Market  supervision
Adoption and putting into effect of a regu-
lation (shortly to be proposed by the Commis-
sion) providing for the establishment of 4
supervisory Committee  competent for  thi!
application of all regulations to be drawn up
in connection  with the imolementation of the
common  traasport policy.
43.  The execution of the prosramme  oro-
posed for the firsr phase would make it bos-
sible to define the main lines of the common
transport policy and to apply important  meas-
ures either to  the whole transport sector
(harmonization,  apportionr4ent .of infrastruc-
ture costs, rules of qompetition)  or to traffic
between  Member States only (rules on rates
and on road capacity). As regards regulations
oo access to the metket, if  these wefe also
adopted during this first phase they would
nevertheless  not come into force until the
second  phase. This would be done jointly
with the development of the rate system in
t4
transDort  between Membet  States and its
extension to inland transport,  the content  of
which it largely determines.
B. Second phase
44.  In  this phase, which will  begin on
1 January  1970 and last for three years, the
rate system will be completed by the imple-
mentation  of common rules on inlaod trans-
port and by the development  of those applic-
able to  transpoft between the  Member
States. Furthermore the regulations on access
to the market adopted during the fitst stage
would be implemented, and harmonization  of
the conditions of competition  and the defini-
tion of the common financial system for the
use of infrastructure  would be completed.
a)  Rate system
Implementation  of  the arrangements  laid
down for the second stage by the agreement
ol 22 June 196) taking into account the pro-
posals in the present memorandum concerning
the reference rates system and in paticular
the exceptional  and temporary intervention
measures  (28).
b)  Access to  the  market
Implementation ol the regulations  on access
to the market in  inland road and water
rranspofr,
c)  Harmonization  of  conditions
of  competition
Implementation  of the remaining  provisions
of the decision of 13 May 1965, i.e.:
Harmonization of the rules governing finan-
cial relations  between railway undertakings
and the States;
Social  provisions applicable to railways.
d,) Apportionment  of  inf tastruc-
tuf e costs
Definition of the common financial  system
applicable to the use of infrastructurei  (in
this context lioal hatmonization  of taxes on
vehicles and fuels),
(28) See sec. 3r.
(2s) See sec. 35.
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PROGRESS  OF INFRASTRUCTURE  COST STUDIES
1.  At its session of 28 July 1966 on trans-
port questions,  the Council was informed by
the Commission  that the pilot study would
be delayed about a year and a haIf.  The
Commission  added that this delay was due
both to the complexity of the subject, the full
scope of which could not be foreseen, and to
the circumstance that the French Govetn-
ment, whose heip with the pilot study the
Commission  had  requested  as early as
I  June 196) had not been able to give its
assent until 6 April 1966.
It will be even less possibie  to make up the
Iost time as it became apparent immediately
after the decision of 13 May 1965 that the
schedule laid  down by  the  decision of
22 June 1964 wu too tight.
2.  The most impottant  consequence of the
delay in catrylng  out the pilot study is that
the repott on the general results of the enquiry
and the study on the way costs are to be
met. which the Commission  was to submit to
the Council before 30 June 1968, and the
discussion of  which should have made it
possible to decide the principles and details
of the future financial system for the use of
inftastructures,  cannot be drawn up before
the end of 1969.
Faced with this situation,  and being anxious
to mitigate as Iar as possible the negative
effects of the postponement  of a final solution
to a too remote date, the Commission  had
already informed the Council on 28 July
1965 that it  was studying  the possibility of
intermediate  solutions  which would make some
headway with the apportionment of  infra-
structure  costs without waiting until all the
results of the different surveys were available,
The statements  of certain Council  membets
at the session of 28 July 1966 confirmed  the
Commission  in its tesolve to endeavour to
seek new approaches for the solution of the
infrastructure  costs problem  and thus to effect '
a better balance between  measures in  the
various  areas of  common transport  poiicy.
This point of view was fufther corroborated
by the general  trend of the discussions in the
Council session of 19-20 October L966 and
by the resolution adopted on their conclusion.
3.  After  obtaining the  opinion of  the
Committee of government experts assisting it
in studies of transport  costs, the Commission
concluded that the negative effects of the delay
in various infrastructure costs studies  could
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in fact be attenuated to some extent by adopt-
ing partial  measures.
Although the financial system for the use of
infrastructures  can only be fully defined on
the basis of all the studies  called for  by
earlier Council  decisions. i.e. the record of
expenditures  for 1966, the pilot study and
the studies on special  cases, it would appear
that the material which will be made available
by the stduies  actually in  pro,gress 
- 
the
record of expenditures  and the pilot study 
- will suffice for partial but sign.ificant meas-
ures to be worked  out.
4.  Such measures must satisfy r:he following
conditions:
In the first place,  saving exceptions, they must
be based on the results of the studies in hand.
They cannot therefore  be formally proposed
by the Commission  and agreed to by the
Council until the results of  these studies,
which are due to be concluded  by 31 Decem-
ber 7957. are available.
In the second place, they must fit  into the
future financial system governing  the use of
lnlrastfuctufe.
Thirdly, they musr as iar as possible not pre-
judge this system i.e. they must leave open
the choice between the solutions  defined by
the Council in Annex 3 to its decision  of
13 May L961.
Fourthly, the measures in  question must
contribute  towards aligning the conditions  of
competition  between  the three types of trans-
port and within  each type.
On the basis of these ctiteria the Commission
informs the Council of  its  intention ro
continue study of the possibility of partial
measures in certaio  fields where it is ursent
to clear up a confused situation  ,rnd to adbpt
equitable and economically  sound solutions.
5.  Before going or  to  examine  possible
measures  a few further  remarks should be
made to define the scope of this study.
Obviously there can be no  question of
defining forthwith and in everl' detaii how
the measures  in  question will  be applied.
Such detailed procedutes can only  be
laid down in  the light of the studies at
present going on. Any other approach would
be likely to lead to solutions without  any
r5solid foundadon  and whose practical effects
it w.ould be impossible.to  appraise.
Thus. until such time as the indispensable
figuris are available, the examination  which
the Commission cao carry out at the ptescnt
ri"* i*  onlv deal with:the general lines of
aoiroach and- with the principles which may
be'adopted  later.
6. One final point of a general  nature is
worth fuller discussion'
There is no comslon solution to the problem
of aooortioning infrastructute  costs which
*  le pu, intJeffect at astroke of.the-pen.
Fresent'situations  are so far removed  from
the final objectives io this field that thev
call for a long transition stage during--which
the situations both as between the drllerent
modes of transpott and the different coun-
tries should be- gradually brought into line'
It is this need which explains the gradualness
of the action described in detail in the follow-
ing paragraphs. This approach can best be
illustrated bv the erample ot road transport
bui it also appLies nzatatis matand'is to inland
waterways.
For road transport the first measure  would
be harmonizati,on  of vehicle taxes. This
would be a useful beginning to a common
solution of the p-roblem  of apportioning  infra-
structufe costs tot ttlrs sector Dut lt wouro
bave to be! follqwed, at more or less close
interi'als, by other measufes.
The second measure - 
which colld use{ully
be preceded by a first alignment  sf la1gs - would be to unify the rates of tax on vehicles
and fuels.
These two measures would need to be sup-
olemented  bv a new definition of the role of
ioecific taxition and, where appropriate,
c-ommon rules on the purposes to which the
proceeds.of such taxation  ate applied.
!7e thus see that, beginning with the most
urgent problems,  we proceed- gradually to the
most complex questions  of substance' and
that the solutions found for each of these
problems fit into L general concept  and lead
up to the definition of a coherent policy.
7. Following the general guidelines  and in
the framework  thus defined, the Commission
has out in hand a srudv of the following prob-
lemi which could be iovered bv a first batch
of measutes.
4)  Harntooization of taxes on commercial'
aebicles
It is noted that the piesent structures of these
tnxes vafv creatly from one countfy to another.
There cin be ho doubt that this state of
t5
affairs  . is likely to disiori  " cooditioff of
comp€tltlon.
Apart from being very different from country
to countfy  the Ptesent structtrre$ s€em to taKe
*tv  uof smali accouot of -the relationships
between the coss occasioned  by the vafous
categories of vehicles, particularly heavy and
verf heavy lorries.
The pilot study will supply the necessary data
for ai appraisal of the f,actors to be taken.rnto
*io""a'ii  the wear and tear of road- zurfaces'
in- paiti.ular it will give precise ilformation
on  the influence of  axle loads ln
,trir  resD€ct. On  the basis of  this
informati6n  it  should be  poosible to
fix a tax structute more in keeping witb the
relationship bemeen the . costs - calge.d PJ
vehicles of different categories and whrch wrll
help towards Steater neuffality..ol  condruo{rs
of competition  as between the drfterent  mooes
ot tfansPoft.
Harmonization  on these lines should takc
into account  the incidence of fuel taxts, It
is possible that by approaching  the mattet
from this angle new pros'pecs  tor 3 sorutlon
of the problem of weights and drmenslotrs
*iU U"'opened up anil discussion of this
question  piaced in- a more clearly economic
context.
It must be emphasized that the harmonization
of strdctures cannot be separated from stan-
dardization of the bases of assessment of
motor vehicle tax. Aacording to Anide 2 of
the Council decision of 13 Mav 1965 on Se
harmonization  of certain arrangements  affect-
ine competition in trarisport this must be
do-ne by 1 January 1968.
Harmonizatlon of tax .structures would.oaly
be a first stage on the way to complete hat-
monization  of the systems of tax and specific
dues in road transport  as erplained in pata-
sraph 6.  It must be supplemented by har-
foonization of the rates of vehicle and fuel
raxes which also vary Sreatly ftom one
country to another. Paragraph  8 below deals
with this point.
b)  Reuiew ol the sitttatian of inl,and.  utaet-
udyt rts regard.s the cooeing ol i*lrastr*ct*re
costr
As things stand at present internal water-
ways seein to be the t-ype of transport  which
mai<es the smallest coniiibution  to bearing its
infrastrumrre costs. This situatioo poses
specially.grave  problems  ftom thc angle. of
comp€tition  between modes of transpoft,  since
the 
-chief 
comp€titors  of inland waterleays,
the railways, in principle bear all their infra-
structure costs.
\7e may, of course, consider that things  are
different in practice,  since the railways geoer-
5. 3.1967ally run at a loss and the State, which covers
this loss by subsidies,  thereby bears part of
the infrastructufe  costs. At  present it  is
difficult to  decide this  question  clearly
because  the railways also bear pubiic service
and other obligations for which, accotding to
the Council  decision oI 13 May 1961 on the
harmonization  of conditions of competition,
they mupt be compensated by the public
auinofriles.
rJfhatever out opinion on the present situa-
tion there is no gain-saying that implement-
ation of  the harmonization  decision  will
gradually oblige the railways to  bear all
their infrasttucture costs under the artatrge-
ments for the financial autonomy of  this
mode of transport, It therefore seems appfo-
priate to tackle fotthwith the problem of
inland water traosport by the same gradual
process.
it  should be stressed that preat caution  is
called for in  this field particularly. Any
substantial increase of  the proportion  of
infrastructure costs borne by inland water
transport would be likely to cause consider-
able disturbances  and thus raise more prob-
Lems than it  would solve. This is specially
true of a large number of  waterways  on
which traffic is very small.
'fhe measures to be taken,  whose principles
and details must be carefullv  studied. will
consequently  have to allow boih for the need
1or very gradual application enabling inland
watef transport to adapt itself to the new
situation and for  the divergent positions
accotding to countries and also according to
the technical  features and traffic of  the
var.ious  waterways. The enquiry  into expend-
iture in L966 and into the proceeds of tolls
will  supply the necessary  factots fot  this
appralsar.
It is of coutse ciear that these rneasures  must
include harmonization  of ratios between the
contributions  of the different types of vessels.
It  should finally be pointed out that the
Commission  considers the solution  discussed
here preferable  to  granting the  railways
compensation for  the extra infrastructute
charges they are assumed to bear in compa-
rison with  waterways. Apart from  the
disputes which  such a solution would  certainly
provoke, particularly as regards calcuiation
of compensation,  its effect would be to make
the State bear the same charge  twice, once in
the fotm of compensation  to the railways, and
the second time by meeting  waterway infra-
stfucture  charges.
c)  Prouisi'onal  normalization  of ,lre account-
ing of infraaructare ex|enditilre
Council decision No. 64/389/CEE  requires
the Commission to submir bv 30 June 1968
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proposals for the inttoduction of permanent
and uniform arrangements  in the accounting
of infrastructure  expenditure  and receipts.
Although this timelimit is not affected  by
the delay in carrying out the pilot study, the
Commission  thinks it  would be appropriate
ro stipulate that, beginning in  1968, there
should be uniform accounting for infrastruc-
ture expenditure following  a simplified  plan.
Such a measure would make reliable figures
available in a short time. whereas  the final
accounting system could hardly be introduced
before 1970 in view of the time required both
for the Council decision and for preparations
to give effect to it in the different countries.
The simplified scheme of presentation  would,
of course, accord with the structure of the
final system which would merely be broken
down into greater detail.
The early introduction of accoulting attange-
ments is particularly advantageous in connec-
tion with the partial  solutions  shortly  planned
for various  problems, in particular in inland
watef transDort. It  would make available
basic data in relation to which the solutions
chosen could be adapted or adiusted  as might
prove necessafy.
8.  The Commission considers that the meas-
ures outlined above would remedy certain
particularly  unsatisfactory  situations  and would
help to prepare the general fir:rancial  system
to be applied to the use of infrastructures.
However. it  would seem advisable  not to
srop ar these initial measures and to put in
hand forthwirh  a study of the measures  to be
taken at later stages, at least for road trans-
port. In this way the Council will have a
fulier picture of futute action in this field
and this may facilitate solution of the prob-
lem of  rate . systems and access to  the
mafket.
Action would then proceed gradually  as
follows:
a)  In  the first  stage rates of  taxes  oa
vehicles and  fuels  would  be  finaliv
harmonized.
The progress of  studies on infrastructure
costs will  ptovide the necessatv background
for this measure;
b)  In the following  stages two problems of
fundamental  importance for policy regarding
the financial system for the use of infrastruc-
tures will have to be solved.
First, the exaft part played by the specific
taxatioo of transport will need to be defined.
Should taxation be simply an instrument for
charging fot the use of  infrastructures or
should it  also serve other ends?
r7Seconcily, the quebtion should be examined
whethei  and to what extent receipts of all
kinds arising from charges {or the users of
roads and inland waterways should  be
employed to finance expenditure on upkeep,
oDeration and investment. Such use of
funds, the principle of which seems to be
losicai in anv ratlonal concept of the finan-
ciall svstem for infrastructure  utilization, and
which moreover  would have considerable
practical  and psychological  advantages, could
be introduced  gradually.  -
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